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of t independent vertices
(t,.r) - r.egular graph if every collection
is
r vertices' Thus an r - regular graph
r. collectively uo.1'c"ttt-io "*ultty
large
of
*L q*1 the complete characterization positive
it.r) - regular' ft' tni'"pup"'
Tta,i it' iT C i' of otd"t n and r is a fixed
n
iz,r) - regular *'ur.nt'
r) - regular,graphs for sufficiently Iarge '
of u where
isteger, we characte"'"'tn" 1i'

G is a
A graph

it

will use the ttff"*i"S ""i"'icr"' lf("]
graphs'
EtClt Since we will onlv consider simple
Nfu] :
N(u) : {u e V(G) l;;
where
ri,'
of
closed,neighborhood
We

the neighborhood

Nlu). However, ; '
'-'t;i'Jhe subt"rof"V1Cl where S; {ur' uz'"ut\'
N(u)u {u}' Let S u" ""ii"alp'endent
sorl€ u; € S|' Let d(S) denote
lu
Then l/(S)
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'.E(Gl,f:'
d(s) d({''' 112' ""ttt}) : lrv(S)l and
*r'"'"
d";;":*
the generalized t '/'s
d"g'"u' A(G)' and the minimum degree'
d.wfl): lN(S) n Wt' tf'" *u*im"m
t-degree'
in the folLwing way' The maximum
6(G) are therefore e""*;f1;
minimum
the
and
tl
size
of
tndependent set
A,(G) : max{lN(S)l'l'S;t ""
equivaient
An
t}'
size
of
set
is an in'dependent
:
f-degree, 66 : min{lfui'lf f t
it therefore a graph such that A'(G)
s"ptt
definition of a (t, i:;;;'"i;
not provided here' see [1]'
6t(G). For definitions and notation
in [2]' AII'(2 '2) - resular and
The (t, ,) - r"g'ti otfi *"'" introduced
and toially 'iguto' graphs' were defined'
(2,3) - regular c"ph'?;; given
i"gulo' for each i' l< i < 0o'
A graph is totatty 'i*i"'"tr''t i'.pu'"') but not
(i'i) - '"gilo' and (2'5)-regular'
Note that Petersen's;lffi i' uotn
Kz r
product
regular' The
(3,r) - regular,tr,'-,' F"i'u"u"'t gruph is not tJtaly
[, i. u" "*"mple of a totally regular graph'
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In this paper we are interested in the case when
r is fixed and n can be marl^ F
arbitraily large. For example, the K1 , ynKz t
gr"ph whsl; E
mK2 tepresents zn disjoint copies of a Kz and "-12,3i'_-,.rgu1o,
t..r""'tfr" g".rpt,.u" fr" *uil '!
arbitrarily large without changing its structure. This idea is"preveianr in
s.;l i
theory and has many applications. The study of expanders gr.pn. i. u" u*Jrn-,ll L

where one considers the case where the degree is fixed and r,
infini,i
"pp.o".h"r
An exp ander graph is an r - regular graph that has relatively
r.*
i,L

:
.
"ag"..
provide the
buii,ft- ;

maintains strong connectivity properties. These graphs
blocks of communication networks. For more information on expander g."pi,:
see13l.
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In this

paper we will show that all (2,r) - reguLo.r graphs are the join
q1
a complete graph with rn copies of another compiete graph where rri is qrr
arbitraily large integer. In particular, we will prove the following theorem. ^"
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Let r, s and p be nonnegatiue integers and let G be a (2,r)-reguLqt
graph o.f order n. Jf n is sufficiently large, then G is isomorphic to K" *
^io
where 2(p - 1) + s: r There are exactly l*)
t"cn graphs.
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Before proceeding to the proof of the above theorem, we establish the
lemmas.
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2 Preliminary Results
Lemma 2 Let
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let
givt
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be a .fited nonnegatiue i,nteger and let

n. If n

zs suffic,iently Large, 67

G

be a

(2,r) _

regula,r

> t+]

Proof" Let G be a large (2,r) - regular graph of order n and let u e v(G)
such that^d(") < L+l . Let w denote r/(u) and Iet s : v(G) l/[z]. Given
any u € S, d(u,D): r. This impies < S > is a reguiar graph, in particular it
is a (1, s) - reguLar graph where p*s : r and. p<
L+]. ih,r. s > fi]. But,
for sufficiently large 7?, we may find two independent ,r"iti"u. u and. ut in- .9 such
that d(u,w) > r. This contradicts the fact that G is a (2,r) regula,r graph.
Therefore d(") > L+l f
Again we note that the lemma holds only when r is fixed and n can be

made suffi.ciently large. This is necessarily true for our theorem as well. The
reader can easily find small order (2, r) regular graphs that are not the join
of complete graphs as the theorem states.
We also require the second lemma in the proof of our theorem.

Lemma 3 LetG beagraphof ordernthatisboth (l,r) regular and,(2,s)_
regular .for nonnegatiue integers r and s. If n i.s sufficiently large, G is iLsomorhp'ic to mK,11 and s : 2r.
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9of" Let G be graph that satisfies the conditions of the lemma.

Clearly,

is sufficiently la.g", there exist vertices uland u2 such that d(u1,u2) :2r,
:
i'r., tfru neighborhooJs of ,r an.d u2 are disjoint. Thus s 2r. But since G is
vertices
have
disjoint
neighborhoods.
nonadjacent
s) - regular; every pair of
.thermore, given nonadjacent vertices z and u in V (G), if. ut e jV(z) and u; e
'nrrot, then uiui ( E(G), or else l[(zi) n N(r) I /. Since G is (1, r) -regular,
: r-and therefore < l/["] > is complete. I
71
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g Proof of Theorem
and prove the theorem.
lile now restate
fbeorern 4 Let r, s and p be nonn eg atiu e integ ers and let G be a (2, r) - r egular
,raph of odern. Then G is zsomorphtc to K" ImKo uhere2(p - 1) + s: r i.f
"n ir t"ffi.rirrtly Large. There are exactly lll
such graphs.

proof" LetGbe a(2,r)-regular ofordern. ByLemma1,61 > lf.] Let
u€u(G) such that d(u):61(G) : Lt#] +,t where k is a nonnegative integer
satislying the inequality 0 < k < Lil.Let W denote the vertices in l[(u) and
tet S : V(G) -N[u]. Note that<,5 ) is a (1,1;_l - k) - reguLar groph since

given anY u e .9, d(u.

t')

:
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Since any pair of nonadjaceut vertices in S whose neighborhoods are disjoint
nrust cover 2,k vertices in W if r- is even and 2& * 1 vertices in I4z if is odd, for
sulficiently large n there is a subset Z, of. W of order at least 2k or 2k -l
lrespectivley with the property tirat z € Z iruplies d(") : n, - 1. This is due

to the pigeonhole principle and the fact that a vertex whose degree exceeds
For ot]rerwise, this vertex paired with any otlter
vertex uot in its neighborhood would collectiveiy be adjacent to urore than 'rvertices. But clearly lzl < 2k or lZl < 2k + L respectively, for otherwise there
are vertices r and y in .9 such that d(r,A) > r. AIso note that there are no
edges betweet W - Z and S for again there would exist two vertices in S whose
degree would exceed r. This implies < S > is (2,r -2k) -regular if r is even
and (2, r - (2k+ 1)) -'regular if r is odd. By Lemma 2, < S ): mKy;1-x1r.
Finally, let r,g € Z where rg f E(G). Then r : d(x,g) < L+l + k - 2
wlrich irnplie, k > ; * 2 which is a contradiction. Therefore, :r,y € Z implies
ry e E(G) and hence < {"} U Z >: K;-x+t if r is even and K,=,_^ if r is
odd. That is, < Z U {ui >: Ky;yx+t and G: Kz*+mK;-x+t if r is evel

r [rust be of degree n - l.

attd

Kro-, *tnK,-,
, , |, if r
---'- - K+

is odd.
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